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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Complex childhood trauma can have long-term effects on a wide range of physical and mental health outcomes, including impaired self-regulation and diminished self-esteem. For system-involved youth who disproportionately experience trauma, these effects can be especially acute.

The impact of gender on the experience of trauma is less widely discussed, though it is significant in scope. In multiple studies, girls have reported higher adverse childhood experiences than boys in all categories, especially girls in the juvenile justice system. Girls report sexual abuse at disproportionate levels—and are more likely than boys to experience such violence within intimate relationships. Girls are also at greater risk of developing negative mental health outcomes from traumatic experiences. Trauma even has unique physical effects on the female brain. Finally, the multiple layers of girls’ identity—including the interplay among the factors of sex, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and gender identity—further shape their experience of trauma.

In light of the prevalence of trauma exposure among system-involved youth and the significant differences between girls’ experience and boys’, this report provides a foundational understanding of the relationship between trauma and gender—with a focus on system-involved girls—and provides an analysis of a vitally needed, promising approach: somatic interventions. In particular, the report maps the ways in which trauma-informed, gender-responsive, and culturally competent yoga and mindfulness programs can address the short- and long-term impacts of trauma on girls in the juvenile justice system. Its analysis is based on two original pilot studies conducted by the Center on Poverty and Inequality, as well as an extensive literature review and more than a dozen interviews with experts across the country. Drawing from these sources, the report defines the core components of somatic interven-
tions for traumatized girls, presents data documenting positive effects, and makes specific policy and practice recommendations to increase access for system-involved girls.

**THIS REPORT PRESENTS THREE KEY FINDINGS:**

- Trauma-informed, gender-responsive, and culturally competent somatic interventions can serve as a critical component of physical and mental health approaches for system-involved girls by offering key coping strategies and skills vital for future development, as well as improved health outcomes. Demonstrated positive effects discussed in this report include: (1) improved self-regulation and other emotional development; (2) improved neurological and physical health; and (3) healthier relationships and parenting practices.

- The positive benefits of trauma-informed, gender-responsive, and culturally competent somatic interventions for girls give rise to two critical needs: (1) developing new programs serving system-involved girls in juvenile justice facilities and residential placement programs; and (2) scaling up existing programs, with a focus on sustainability.

- Additional research should be conducted to develop a more comprehensive picture of how juvenile justice systems can fully integrate trauma-informed, gender-responsive, and culturally competent somatic interventions to address girls’ trauma and support their resilience.

Gender-specific somatic interventions can be transformative for system-involved girls who have experienced trauma. Through the research, analysis, and recommendations presented in this report, the Center on Poverty seeks to expand the understanding of such programs and make their healing potential accessible to all girls in the juvenile justice system.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, our understanding of the prevalence of childhood trauma and its effect on the brain and body has significantly expanded. A groundbreaking study on the prevalence and impact of trauma exposure, the Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) Study, revealed that the experience of acute and chronic trauma is shockingly commonplace for children in the United States. Of over 17,000 adult participants in the survey—who were primarily white and middle-class—21 percent reported sexual abuse during childhood; 26 percent reported physical abuse; and 14.8 percent reported experiencing emotional neglect. While those outcomes alone are staggering, an equally provocative result of the study was the association between the rates of childhood trauma and the risk of not only negative long-term mental health outcomes, including depression and even suicide, but also negative long-term physical health outcomes, such as heart disease, cancer, and liver disease. In fact, the study reported a “dose-response” relationship: the more categories of ACE a participant experienced, the greater the likelihood of negative impact on physical, mental, and behavioral health outcomes. It is now widely accepted that a strong connection exists between experiences of trauma—including forms not explored in the ACE survey, such as historical trauma—and physical and emotional effects.

The National Child Traumatic Stress Network defines complex trauma as “children’s exposure to multiple or prolonged traumatic events and the impact of this exposure on their development. Typically, complex trauma exposure involves the simultaneous or sequential occurrence of child maltreatment—including psychological maltreatment, neglect, physical and sexual abuse, and domestic violence—that is chronic, begins in early childhood, and occurs within the primary caregiving system. Exposure to these initial traumatic experiences—and the resulting emotional dysregulation and the loss of safety, direction, and the ability to detect or respond to danger cues—often sets off a chain of events leading to subsequent or repeated trauma exposure in adolescence and adulthood.”

Despite the negative outcomes that stem from complex childhood trauma, research has also demonstrated the resilience of youth, especially when they have access to interventions tailored to meet their needs. Interventions during adolescence, in particular, are critical to building a foundation that supports health and wellbeing throughout adulthood.

Increasing awareness of the connection between trauma’s mental and physical health effects has led researchers and policymakers to explore new approaches that are physically based, or centered on the body, rather than the mind—also known as somatic. As research has shown, somatic interventions that include three core components—yoga poses, regulated and focused breathing, and meditation or mindfulness—can improve resilience and help youth learn coping mechanisms and self-regulation skills, improve self-esteem, and increase concentration. Research documenting the effectiveness of yoga, meditation, and mindfulness to improve mental health has grown accordingly. More than 40 published studies have evaluated the use of yoga to address mental health conditions, including controlled clinical trials, and all reported some measure of positive benefits. Indeed, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) recently recognized the Trauma-Sensitive Yoga curriculum developed at the Trauma Center at Justice Resource Institute (JRI) as an evidence-based intervention. While most research has centered on adult populations, there is increasing focus on the use of trauma-informed somatic interventions to
Adolescence is a period of fundamental physical and emotional growth. There is little dispute that experiencing trauma at this time can negatively affect emotional, cognitive, and behavioral development. One of the most pronounced effects in adolescents is a decreased ability to self-regulate—i.e., manage emotions, impulses, and behavior.

Serve youth, particularly in the school context. But such programs need not be limited to schools, and in fact are garnering increased attention among judges, probation officials, policymakers and others interested in best practices for addressing the needs of system-involved youth.

Somatic interventions are most needed for youth in our juvenile justice system, who have experienced disproportionately high rates of severe or chronic trauma. According to the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP), at least 75% of youth in the juvenile justice system have experienced traumatic victimization. While few juvenile justice facilities currently provide trauma-informed somatic programs, those facilities have shown encouraging results: improved mood and self-regulation skills, as well as fewer physical altercations, health complaints, and requests for medicine.
The first randomized controlled trial of school-based mindfulness and yoga intervention for urban youth found that these practices not only reduce problematic physiological and cognitive patterns of response to stress among youth, but also are cost-effective and feasible to implement.\(^{30}\)

However, existing programs rarely account for gender, race, ethnicity, and other layers of identity and experience. Yet girls are the fastest growing segment in the juvenile justice system, and girls of color, in particular, are overrepresented in the population.\(^{31}\) As stated by the National Child Traumatic Stress Network (NCTSN): “Recognition of the distinct pathways girls take toward delinquency has led to a call for gender-responsive intervention and prevention efforts that are directly concerned with the role of trauma in justice-involved girls’ lives.” NCTSN defines gender-responsiveness as holistic, safe, strengths-based, relational, and culturally responsive. OJJDP characterizes gender-responsiveness as “designed to meet the unique needs of young, delinquent, and at-risk females; that value the female perspective; that celebrate and honor the female experience; that respect and take into account female development; and that empower young women to reach their full potential.”\(^{32}\)

Studies show that girls in the juvenile justice system report comparatively high rates of trauma.\(^{35}\) For example, in 2004, NCTSN reported that 70 percent of girls in a study of system-involved youth had been exposed to some form of trauma.\(^{36}\) Another study revealed that 42 percent of system-involved girls reported past physical abuse, compared to 22 percent of boys. An even greater discrepancy was found in reporting of past sexual abuse: 35 percent of girls compared to 8 percent of boys.\(^{37}\)

This report seeks to fill this gap, first by expanding the understanding of how trauma uniquely affects girls, then by exploring the effectiveness of how trauma-informed, gender-responsive, culturally competent somatic interventions, and finally by identifying some of the strategies needed to implement and scale up such programs. This work is key to the development and implementation of effective juvenile justice programming for girls, given the extent to which most delinquency intervention studies have overlooked the unique experiences of girls.\(^{33}\) It is also important to future research, in light of the frequent absence of measurements of positive indicators such as resilience and wellbeing.\(^{34}\)

Girls’ mental health outcomes from trauma are also more pronounced than their male peers: over 65 percent of girls in the NCTSN’s study had experienced symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) at sometime in their lives.\(^{38}\) Meanwhile, a 2006 study found that 80 percent of justice-involved girls exhibited criteria corresponding to at least one mental health diagnosis compared to 67 percent of boys.\(^{39}\) These profound gender distinctions and the social and cultural context in which girls experience trauma—especially the trauma rooted in sexual violence—highlight the critical need for girls in juvenile justice to access effective somatic interventions that are gender-responsive and culturally competent models.

The first of its kind, this report is based on two pilot programs conducted by the Center on Poverty and Inequality in residential programs for girls in Connecticut and Pennsylvania, as well as an extensive literature review and comprehensive interviews with experts in trauma-informed yoga programs across the country. Drawing from these resources, it seeks to inform policymakers, judges, juvenile justice facility administrators and staff, and others working with system-involved girls about the importance of viewing girls’ trauma through a gendered and an intersectional lens. In addition, this report introduces trauma-informed, gender-responsive yoga as a somatic intervention that can significantly support the diverse mental and physical health needs of system-involved girls. Finally, it highlights key policy considerations and recommendations for those working with girls in the juvenile justice system to develop and scale-up somatic interventions.
INTRODUCTION

• Use research on trauma and adolescent development to inform the development of somatic interventions
• Address the unique and intersectional experiences of traumatized girls
• Increase access within public systems to trauma-informed somatic interventions for girls
• Support research on the effectiveness of trauma-informed somatic programs for girls

FOUNDATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
UNIQUE FACTORS FOR GIRLS WHO EXPERIENCE TRAUMA
Because childhood is a time of significant growth, complex trauma experienced by youth can have a profound effect on the development of physical and emotional systems.40

“Simply stated, children reflect the world in which they are raised. If that world is characterized by threat, chaos, unpredictability, fear and trauma, the brain will reflect that by altering the development of the neural systems involved in the stress and fear response.” Bruce Perry, M.D., Ph.D.41

Although a comprehensive clinical survey of all the potential effects of complex childhood trauma lies beyond the scope of this report,42 for our purposes, some of the most relevant possible effects include the following: (1) impairment of cognitive function development, including difficulty with concentration and learning; (2) increased risk for long-term physical illness, including impairment of the immune system; (3) disruption of emotional and behavioral regulation and stress responses; (4) decreased self-awareness; (5) diminished capacity for self-care; and (6) impairment of the ability to connect with others.43

Dissociation—described by Bessel van der Kolk as “the essence of trauma”44—is characterized by mentally separating from the traumatic experience as it occurs.45 While dissociation can help victims survive the immediate moment of the experience, it can become maladaptive if it persists after the causal episode subsides.

While these general outcomes are well known, full consideration of gender and cultural factors are not always elevated in research and policy development. Yet a robust body of work demonstrates that girls—especially those involved in the juvenile justice system—experience distinct rates, forms, types, and responses to trauma compared to boys, and those experiences are further shaped by socio-cultural factors and context. These key distinctions merit deliberation in treating trauma and developing trauma-responsive systems of care.

Differences in Prevalence and Types of Trauma

The prevalence of adverse childhood experiences and trauma for system-involved girls cannot be overstated.46 Recently, researchers working in collaboration with the New Mexico Sentencing Commission found that girls in the juvenile justice system reported higher ACE “scores” (i.e., greater incidence of trauma) than their male counterparts: 23 percent of females reported scores of 9 or 10—the highest and most vulnerable extreme of the trauma spectrum—compared to just 3 percent of boys.47 Similarly, a 2014 study of youth in Florida’s juvenile justice system by the OJJDP showed that girls reported higher scores across all ten categories of ACE than boys.48

Study after study has shown that sexual abuse is the form of trauma most disproportionately experienced by girls. The original ACE study was an early indicator, showing a 9 percent discrepancy: girls reported 25 percent and boys, 16 percent.49 Recent research by The National Crittenton Foundation found a 32 percent differential.50 The discrepancy holds for system-involved youth. In 2013, a NCTSN study found that girls in the juvenile justice system were twice as likely as boys to report sexual abuse (31.8 percent versus 15.5 percent) and over four times as likely as boys to have experienced sexual assault (38.7 percent versus 8.8 percent).51 The OJJDP’s 2014 study of youth in Florida’s juvenile justice system found an even greater discrepancy, with the largest ACE gender gap in the category of sexual abuse: 31 percent of girls compared to 7 percent of boys.52

Distinctions in Responses to Trauma

Research reveals distinct gendered responses to trauma that include neurobiological and mental health effects.53 For example, estrogen activates a larger field of neurons in women’s brains during adverse incidents than in men, resulting in women’s experiencing stress in greater and more precise detail.54 Similarly, adult women who experienced childhood trauma exhibit greater sensitization of neuroendocrine and autonomic stress responses.55 Women are also more susceptible to post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) as a result of sexual
Study of ACES by gender in the Florida juvenile justice system

PREVALENCE OF ACE INDICATORS BY CATEGORY

System-involved girls are also at greater risk of negative mental health outcomes from traumatic experiences than system-involved boys and their non-system-involved peers. A recent report released by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) noted:

Girls present to the juvenile justice system with high rates of mental health problems and depression. In their adolescence, girls are more likely than boys to attempt suicide and to self-mutilate. Negative body image, low self-concept, and acute substance abuse aimed at self-medication, which so often results from stress and trauma, are issues that must be addressed differently in the future. Girls in the juvenile justice system are in critical need of programming . . . that is gender responsive.58

Similar differences also present in girls. For example, girls who experience trauma exhibit decreased surface area and volume of the brain’s insula, a region responsible for interoceptive processing, emotion awareness, and attention to salient stimuli. This response was not exhibited by boys who had experienced trauma.59 Given these divergent effects on the brain, the lead researcher of the study noted the potential benefits of gender-specific treatment.60

Violence.56 And they are more likely to engage in disassociative responses to traumatic experiences.57 According to one expert at JRI, “Experientially, women with complex trauma histories often feel disconnected from their bodies and struggle to feel safe in their own skin. This type of trauma exposure inhibits the development of a basic sense of security and trust in oneself and others.”58
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RACE AND ETHNICITY

Complex layers of identity also influence girls’ experience of trauma. The identity of girls of color is intersectional—that is, shaped by the interplay of their race, ethnicity, and gender. Intersectional experiences and identity play important roles in the rates and forms of trauma that girls of color experience, as well as the response of the victim and those interacting with her. As noted in a 2006 report by The Women of Color Network on sexual violence: “For a woman of color, often her response is both an individual and cultural one,” requiring her to confront issues of family, community, society, and cultural norms and values. Monique W. Morris, co-founder of the National Black Women’s Justice Institute, has highlighted the distinct cultural response to Black girls who are victims of sexual violence, citing the observation that for victims of child sexual exploitation, “the public fail[s] to embrace Black girls as trafficked”; instead, people are more likely to assume voluntary complicity on the part of the victims.

In addition, girls of color experience forms of trauma that are often overlooked in mainstream analyses, such as historical trauma and discrimination on the basis of sex, ethnicity, and race. According to a recent report:

The modern-day experiences of trauma and violence impacting African American girls . . . cannot be adequately addressed without acknowledging African American women’s historical experiences with sexual assault . . . In that era (and even today), issues of race and gender intersected to perpetuate stereotypes of black female sexuality, to justify sexual assault and to preserve racially-biased social and power structures that discounted sexual violence against black women and allowed such assaults to persist unpunished.

These considerations manifest to an even greater degree in the juvenile justice system, where girls of color are over-represented.

“All Black girls are at once female and Black, and their presence in correctional facilities has always been informed by their status as both.” Monique Morris, Ed.D.

FOR FURTHER THOUGHT

CRIMINALIZATION OF GIRLS WHO SURVIVE SEXUAL VIOLENCE AND OTHER TRAUMA

Girls are frequently sent into the juvenile justice system because they are victims of violence—including sexual abuse. Thus, girls are effectively criminalized for the violence they survive. The most stark example of this phenomenon is the practice of detaining sex trafficking victims on charges of prostitution. Blamed for their abuse, once in the juvenile justice system, girls’ trauma symptoms are likely to be exacerbated. Mental healthcare, from screening to treatment, is often inadequate or even non-existent; standard procedures and the institutional environment can threaten to re-trigger girls’ prior experience of trauma; and new incidents of abuse may occur when inside the system.
Rates of Girls’ Court Referrals by Race

- Black girls are 2.74 times as likely as white girls to be referred to juvenile court for a delinquency offense.
- Native Alaskan & American Indian girls are 1.36 times as likely as white girls to be referred to juvenile court for a delinquency offense.

GIRLS REPORTED EXPERIENCING NON-SEXUAL VIOLENCE

51% of girls who identified as lesbian

33% of girls who identified as heterosexual

GIRLS REPORTED EXPERIENCING SEXUAL VIOLENCE

54% of girls who identified as lesbian

44% of girls who identified as heterosexual

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXT

Girls experience trauma through a distinct social and cultural lens. For girls, sexual violence, in particular, often comes at the hands of caretakers or otherwise within intimate relationships. According to Stephanie Covington, a national expert on gender and trauma, “In adolescence, girls are more likely than boys to continue to be abused or assaulted, more often in private and by someone close to them, such as a family member or date.... [Boys’] risk comes from peers who dislike them or rivals (as in gangs). When males are assaulted or abused, it is more likely to be done in public and by strangers.” This interpersonal aspect of sexual abuse has a unique and complex effect on girls, which can influence the services necessary for healing.

The experience of such traumatic incidents is also shaped by external factors that normalize violence against girls by pathologizing and even criminalizing girls for their victimization. According to one study:

[C]haracteristic female responses to [sexual] trauma (e.g., running away from home, acting out, aggression, etc.) are often viewed as symptoms of conduct disorder or problematic antisocial behavior, and thus are criminalized, [and so] traumatized girls become entangled in the justice system without adequate attention to gender-specific needs such as trauma-focused treatment.

SEXUAL ORIENTATION AND GENDER IDENTITY

Sexual orientation and gender identity should also be considered in order to comprehensively understand the trauma experienced by system-involved girls. LGBT youth are disproportionately represented in the juvenile justice system. Some studies estimate that these youth comprise as much as 15 percent of the total juvenile justice population. Targeted because of their identity, girls who are lesbian, bisexual, transgender, or non-conforming report trauma at particularly high rates. In a study of over 200 women, 51 percent who identified as lesbian experienced non-sexual violence, compared to 33 percent of their heterosexual peers. The study also found that 54 percent of lesbian respondents reported experiencing sexual violence, compared to 44 percent of their heterosexual peers.

Further, a recent meta-analysis of 75 studies supported these findings by suggesting that those who identify as lesbian, gay, or bisexual face an increased risk of sexual violence.

Because girls experience and respond to trauma in complex and distinct ways—especially during adolescent development—the design of trauma-informed interventions must account for these differences to be effective. SAMHSA has recognized the importance and validity of comprehensive approaches that include “cultural, historical, and gender issues” as a key principle of trauma-informed interventions. It defines this principle as “actively mov[ing] past cultural stereotypes and biases, consider[ing] language and cultural considerations in providing support, offer[ing] gender-responsive services, leverag[ing] the healing value of traditional cultural and peer connections, and recogniz[ing] and address[ing] historical trauma.”

Based on these distinct factors, we make the following recommendations specific to trauma-informed, gender-responsive somatic interventions to guide policy and practice.

- Account for differences in types of trauma experienced by girls based on their intersectional identity
- Acknowledge the social and cultural contexts in which girls experience trauma
- Ensure that interventions are culturally competent and trauma-informed with attention to the unique needs of girls based on gender, race, ethnicity, and sexual identity
TRAUMA-INFORMED YOGA: AN EFFECTIVE SOMATIC INTERVENTION FOR GIRLS IN JUVENILE JUSTICE
TRAUMA-INFORMED YOGA
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Somatic interventions that include three core components—yoga poses, regulated and focused breathing, and meditation or mindfulness—have well-documented benefits that promote resilience and address the symptoms of trauma. More specifically, trauma-informed somatic interventions that are gender-responsive and culturally competent can target the distinct differences in types, rates, prevalence, and responses to trauma for adolescent girls, as well as the unique social context of their lives. For these reasons, an examination of the benefits specifically for girls—especially system-involved girls, who experience trauma at particularly high rates—is critical. To do so, this report synthesizes existing research with primary data from two pilot programs conducted by the Center on Poverty and Inequality in residential programs for girls in Pennsylvania and Connecticut, field interviews with experts across the country, and interviews with girls themselves.

The National Training and Technical Assistance Center, a project of OJJDP, defines gender-responsive programming as “intentionally allowing gender to affect and guide services, creating an environment...that reflects an understanding of the realities of girls’ lives, and is responsive to the issues and needs of the girls and young women being served. [It] requires attending to girls’ needs so that programs and policies can be designed to address girls’ development and help them establish and sustain consistent, supportive relationships. Gender-responsive programming provides girls with safe opportunities to heal from trauma without fear that disclosure and discussion will carry negative consequences. It also provides girls with opportunities for success in which they can produce something of value to themselves and those around them.”

Given the emerging nature of somatic interventions for system-involved girls, our findings are preliminary and based on limited pilot data, but reflect the significant promise of future expansion. We identify three key types of positive outcomes supported by our research: (1) self-regulation and other emotional development; (2) neurological and physical health; and (3) interpersonal relationships and parenting practices. We note, however, that this list is not exhaustive, nor does it define the universe of possible benefits for system-involved girls. Similar to somatic interventions for adults, future studies will undoubtedly identify many more, especially with the advantage of longitudinal studies of multiple cohorts, given the distinct short- and long-term benefits of somatic programs.

The Trauma Center at JRI highlights the following elements as core components of trauma-informed yoga: “Th[e] model of a gentle yoga practice, versus the fixed or universal administration of specific exercises or techniques per se, are the most critical aspects of [the] characterization as a trauma-informed intervention. These processes include use of invitational language; emphasis on personal experimentation, choice, curiosity, and self-care; individually tailored selection of postures, pacing, and challenge level; repetition of specific postures and forms to build incremental mastery; application of yoga elements (breathing, meditation, postures) as primary vehicles of self-control and self-regulation (affective, somatic, behavioral, cognitive); and provision of contained opportunities for social learning, attunement and modeling, co-regulation, and peer support.”

SELF-REGULATION, SELF-ESTEEM, AND OTHER EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

As described above, childhood trauma can disrupt the development of self-regulation skills, the foundation for controlling thinking and behavior. While this report is limited in scope due to the small number of sites currently offering trauma-informed yoga with gender-responsive elements, we found...
that such programs appear to have a significantly positive impact on girls’ development of self-regulation by providing skills that help them recognize and counteract automatic reactions to perceived stress.

The benefits of learning these skills are manifested in multiple contexts. For example, girls report using breath regulation techniques to adapt and respond to the stress of appearing in court and to avoid engaging in aggressive responses to provocation by peers within facilities. Hala Khouri, a nationally recognized trauma-informed yoga teacher, observed that staff at a Los Angeles facility reported that youth are calmer after class. Fran Frazier, founder of the Rise Sister Rise Network, described, “I’ve seen our girls take a deep breath before they go in that [negative] direction. They calm themselves down and then ask questions before reacting.” Melissa Pelletier, the director of Journey House, a residential facility for girls in Connecticut, described the behavioral results of a small pilot program as “transformative.”

Mary Lynn Fitton, founder of The Art of Yoga Project, reflected: “This work is foundational. Girls in the juvenile justice system need to be given critical mindfulness-based practices to shift negative patterns of over or underreacting to their circumstances. They need to learn to take that crucial moment to pause and respond productively. It all comes down to better decision making, in the short and long term.”

Participation also results in other positive outcomes that address the higher rates of depression and decreased self-concept that girls experience as a result of trauma. For example, post-participation analysis of the Center on Poverty and Inequality’s Connecticut pilot study, in which girls engaged in a modified version of the Trauma Center Trauma-Sensitive Yoga program, revealed significant increases in self-esteem. This result is consistent with an evaluation conducted by The Art of Yoga Project, which found statistically significant improvement in girls’ self-respect after completion of its curriculum.
Studies of other populations yield similar results. A recent report that analyzed trauma-informed yoga programs for youth in the Alameda County Juvenile Justice Center noted a significant decrease in perceived stress and an increase in self-control. Staff also observed “improved conflict resolution and ability to identify maladaptive behavior patterns, improved self-awareness, peer leadership, and daily transformation (i.e., a notable shift in overall well-being following a session).” Other studies have similarly demonstrated that somatic interventions—especially the component of regulating breathing—can decrease anger, depression, and anxiety.

In addition, trauma-informed yoga can help improve girls’ sense of agency. David Emerson, co-developer of the Trauma Center Trauma-Sensitive Yoga curriculum, has noted: “The lack of choice is a common denominator among trauma survivors. Part of the process of healing from trauma involves regaining that sense of agency and a sense of self control.” Addressing this issue for girls, the Attorney General’s Task Force on Children Exposed to Violence endorsed gender-responsive programming that “encourages girls to take leadership roles ... and promotes the personal development of girls’ individual strengths.” Somatic interventions for girls can help achieve this goal in various ways: by providing them with options as they participate, permitting them to lead parts of the class, and by explaining the benefits of yoga in order to make a more informed choice about participating. An increased sense of agency, among other benefits discussed in this report, may help explain the results observed in the pilot study conducted at Journey House, in which participants recounted fewer flashbacks and nightmares and disclosed to staff previously unreported incidents of sexual violence.

“Girls need skills; they need tools. And yoga and mindfulness are tools. They just have to be tools that they can see the value of using. So it [the teaching] has to be from their lens, and not from ours.” Fran Frazier, Founder, Rise Sister Rise Network

NEUROLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL HEALTH

Trauma-informed, gender-responsive yoga can have a wide range of neurological and physical health benefits for system-involved girls. For example, it can restore neurological pathways in the brain affected by trauma, including changes that are specific to women and girls. Research on students practicing somatic interventions, for example, found increased activity in the insula. As stated above, the insula is the area of the brain used for awareness of our own body and for linking bodily sensations to emotions, and was shown to decrease in volume girls who have experienced trauma. Thus, trauma-informed yoga can also improve women’s and girls’ interoception—the sensory system that facilitates awareness of one’s inner sensations, sometimes referred to as the sense of self. As Mary Lynn Fitton noted: “Utilizing sensory-integrating and self-regulating strategies with careful neurobiologically-informed sequencing creates new, healthier neural networks for traumatized teen girls, thus providing essential healing.”

A significant body of research also demonstrates the physical and medical benefits associated with participation in somatic programs. According to Allison Rhodes, an expert at JRI, “Research demonstrates the efficacy of yoga in treating numerous physical health problems that are common among trauma survivors such as chronic pain, gastrointestinal problems, and insomnia, and for improving the body’s response to stress, which is often dysregulated among trauma survivors.” The practice of breath regulation, in particular, which is a critical element of trauma-informed yoga, has been shown to help balance the heart rate and the automatic nervous system, ultimately leading to a greater ability to evaluate and respond to stress, as well as to relax. Research has also shown that yoga is effective among adolescents in improving body image, managing emotions, promoting optimism, reducing anxiety, and addressing broader clusters of risk behaviors, including...
The US Department of Justice has listed relationship-building as a core component of gender-responsive programming for girls, including “weaving together family, community, and systems of care ... and ... supporting ongoing, positive relationships between girls and older women, family, and community.” According to Suzanne Jones, founder of yoga HOPE and the TIMBo program, “women and girls develop in relationship to the people around them,” rendering the re-establishment of connections with others a particularly critical aspect of somatic interventions for girls. Research has corroborated the importance of these benefits for women. In a study of women with PTSD, for example, researchers observed that participants in a trauma-informed yoga program demonstrated improved self-care and relationships with others.

I started thinking about using yoga when I was pregnant. [During class in juvenile hall] while being in those poses, I felt better about myself. So [later] when I was pregnant, and getting abused while pregnant, I kept thinking “You’re better than that. You need to change, you need to walk away. You are someone.” Rocsana Enriquez, Yoga Instructor, The Art of Yoga Project / Parent Leader, Innovate Public Schools

Similar results were found in the Center on Poverty’s pilot study in Pennsylvania, which utilized The Art of Yoga Project curriculum in a program for pregnant and parenting teens enrolled in Youth Service Inc., a Crittenton agency. One participant recounted:

Before when my daughter [would] cry, I don’t like hearing kids cry, like it would irritate me. I’d be like, “Oh my god, little girl, would you PLEASE be quiet!” and now when my daughter cries, ... I get into ... a yoga motion or something like that and I’m like “Listen,” [(pauses and takes deep breath)] “child of mine, please hush.”
omadic interventions are remarkably effective in helping address trauma and increasing resilience in system-involved youth, which can ultimately reduce medical and mental health care costs for the juvenile justice system. From this perspective, promoting trauma-informed yoga for system-involved girls is a wise investment in the future not only for girls, but also the systems that serve them. We make the following recommendations.

**EVALUATE EXISTING PROGRAMS TO DETERMINE VIABILITY (OR INTRODUCE NEW PROGRAMS) AND BRING THEM TO SCALE**

Reform efforts, and by extension the level of investment, will necessarily vary according to the needs and existing resources of each facility or jurisdiction. In the San Francisco Bay area, for example, at least three juvenile facilities already implement a trauma-informed, gender-responsive yoga program, supported by multiple counties and the state of California.123 The program, The Art of Yoga Project, is notable because it is designed specifically for adolescent girls in juvenile justice facilities and residential programs.124 Promising programs like these should be brought to scale. Meanwhile, while not specifically created as gender-responsive intervention, a modified version of the Trauma Center Trauma-Sensitive Yoga model, the subject of randomized controlled trials, now includes relationship-orienting programming and is being implemented in multiple residential facilities in New England.125 We recommend reviewing this curriculum for the development of future interventions.126 Finally, in facilities like the Clark County Juvenile Hall in Las Vegas, Nevada and the Bon Air Juvenile Correctional Center in Richmond, Virginia, which offer general yoga programs, we recommend incorporating trauma-informed, gender-responsive elements that address the needs of girls and promote their development; culturally adaptive elements that embody a respect for and understanding of cultural difference; and a commitment to “demonstrating respect and support for sexual orientation ... in order to end norms based on stigma.”127
In jurisdictions that do not offer somatic programs, we recommend reviewing existing programs to evaluate the potential for integrating trauma-informed, gender-responsive somatic elements into their design. The Art of Yoga Project curriculum, for example, was recently integrated into Voices, a nationally implemented self-empowerment curriculum for girls authored by Stephanie Covington.128

**INVEST IN SUSTAINABLE PROGRAMMING AND INFRASTRUCTURE**

Investment is essential to establishing consistent, reliable, and high-quality trauma-informed programs. Unlike many interventions, the implementation of trauma-informed somatic programs is surprisingly cost-effective and highly sustainable. Trauma-informed yoga interventions in public systems are typically external programs, with associated costs largely limited to training expenditures and supervisor/instructor time and materials.

We recommend consideration of state and county government support for these programs, as well as funding from private foundations. San Francisco County's juvenile hall yoga program and programs in San Mateo County, for example, operate under a block grant funded by California Board of State and Community Corrections; the Greater Cedar Rapids Community Foundation recently funded expansion of the yoga program in Linn County Juvenile Detention Center.132 Funding and infrastructure development can also be designed as public-private partnerships, because trauma-informed yoga programs for system-involved girls could be eligible for funding from private foundations that maintain health and wellness portfolios.

**ENACT LEGAL AND POLICY REFORM TO SUPPORT SOMATIC INTERVENTIONS**

Because systemic change requires policy reform, we conducted a survey of state juvenile justice, mental health, and education laws to identify opportunities grounded in law to support somatic interventions. Two significant areas emerged as having the potential to form the foundation for future growth in this area.

1. **Explicitly Enumerate Meditation and Yoga as Acceptable Programming in Juvenile Justice Facilities.** Louisiana provides an example of codifying specific approval of the use of gender-responsive, culturally competent yoga in the juvenile justice system. The Administrative Code states:

   “Staff, volunteers, and community groups shall provide additional programming reflecting the interests and needs of various racial and cultural groups within the facility and are gender-responsive. The facility activities may include art, music, drama, writing, health, fitness, meditation/yoga, substance abuse prevention, mentoring, and voluntary religious or spiritual groups.”

   La. Admin. Code tit. 67 § 7517(E)(8) (2016) (emphasis added). This language can serve as a model for providing somatic interventions to system-involved girls to help reverse the effects of early childhood adversity, trauma, and toxic stress, improving long-term health and mental health outcomes.

2. **Interpret General Laws Governing Behavior Management and Mental and Physical Education in Juvenile Justice Facilities to Include Somatic Interventions.**

   Given the body of research that has shown yoga and other somatic programs to be effective tools in improving outcomes in physical,129 mental, and behavioral health, laws governing these areas can form the basis for implementing trauma-informed and gender-responsive somatic interventions. Nebraska law provides one example. Its requirement that treatment and services for children in the care of the Office of Juvenile Services include classes in “behavior management and modification” and “physical education” could be interpreted to include yoga, given its demonstrated benefits in these areas.130 This approach to reform is not novel. Many state departments of education, for example, have interpreted the scope of physical and mental health education standards to include yoga, meditation and mindfulness activities in schools.131
CONSIDERATIONS FOR POLICY AND PRACTICE

But support for trauma-informed yoga need not be limited to traditional revenue streams available to juvenile justice and corrections. Given the benefits of somatic interventions, resources from federal, state, and local governments aimed at improving physical, mental, and behavioral health outcomes are also viable funding streams. For example, Alameda County receives funding from the County’s Office of Education, Probation and Health Care Services Agency to offer yoga and mindfulness classes in its juvenile hall. Federal agencies such as the US Department of Health and Human Services’ Administration for Children and Families (ACF) and Centers for Disease Control, as well as SAMHSA, prioritize interventions for children and youth who have experienced trauma and early childhood adversity, as well as interventions that reduce health disparities. In fact, in 2016, the city of Baltimore’s Health Department received a five-year $5 million grant from SAMHSA to implement trauma-informed community-based services, including yoga and mindfulness, which includes assistance in evaluating progress milestones.

Regardless of the specific source, trauma-informed yoga must be fully funded. Such support is key to realizing successful outcomes with traumatized youth, who require consistency and trust in relationships and programming. Funding is also critical to the development of sustainable programs, establishing necessary infrastructure, and fostering buy-in from leadership and personnel.

BUILD CAPACITY AND FACILITY SUPPORT

Trauma-informed somatic interventions for system-involved girls require support and cooperation from frontline facility staff and leadership. Two key means of building such support are outlined below.

1. Programmatic support. Key personnel should be educated about the research supporting somatic interventions and provided with a clear vision for implementation and the internal structures necessary for success. Such communication can lead to greater support for the program and ensure sustainability.

2. Coordination with mental health professionals. Our research has revealed the importance of consultation and cooperation between somatic program staff and facilities’ mental health specialists. These partnerships are for program effectiveness and ensuring coordinated treatment plans as well as continuity of care.

ENSURE HIGH-QUALITY CURRICULA AND TRAINING

Our research has identified a set of key programmatic elements for trauma-informed, gender-responsive somatic interventions. To follow these best practices, we recommend that programs for girls in juvenile justice facilities adhere to the following principles. These recommendations aim to ensure fidelity of practice, sustainability, and accessibility.

1. Gender-responsiveness. Curricula should include elements that emphasize healing from sexual violence; promote the development of girls’ strengths and leadership; and help foster healthy relationships. Teachers should receive intensive training in trauma specific to girls, including adolescent brain development, neurological and psychological effects of trauma, multiple forms of trauma, gender-specific dimensions of trauma, and socio-emotional and cultural contexts in which trauma occurs.

2. Cultural competency. Curricula should incorporate cultural sensitivity, support, and responsiveness to maximize accessibility for all girls. In addition, we recommend active recruitment of teachers who represent diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds and sexual orientation, as well as various body types and ages. The curriculum of teacher trainings should also address implicit bias and inclusivity so that instructors will “have respect for and understanding of cultural differences between themselves” and the girls they serve.

3. LGBTQ-responsiveness. Curricula should “demonstrate[ ] respect and support for the sexual orientation [and gender identity] ... in order to end norms based on stigma.” Inclusivity can help establish a sense of safety and security for girls and improve program effectiveness.
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INCREASE RESEARCH SUPPORT

Gaps remain in existing research on the benefits of trauma-informed, gender-responsive somatic interventions for girls in the juvenile justice system. To address this need, we recommend further research in three broad areas:

1. **In-depth analysis** of neurobiological, behavioral, and emotional responses to trauma disaggregated by gender;

2. **Multi-tiered evaluation** of the effectiveness of trauma-informed yoga specific to adolescent girls, including but not limited to its connection to decreased stress, anxiety, and recidivism, and to improved self-regulation and neurobiological systems;

3. **Identification of strategies** to improve the development, implementation, and delivery of culturally competent programs and curricula, with a specific focus on intersectional identities and the different types and rates of trauma experienced by girls of color.

These recommendations are not intended to be exhaustive, but instead aim to foster innovative inquires and valuable insights for the field to meet the needs of system-involved girls. Future research can be supported by a broad range of sources. We recommend that government programs, including OJJDP’s Field-Initiated Research and Evaluation Programs and discretionary grants, the National Institute of Justice’s funding solicitations, and the competitive discretionary grants offered by ACF, as well as philanthropic organizations that prioritize youth health and wellness, fund research and pilot programs on these and related topics.
Childhood adversity can create unique challenges for girls, but research has also demonstrated youths’ resilience, especially when supported by interventions tailored to meet their needs. Interventions during adolescence can be critical to establishing a foundation for physical and mental health and wellbeing throughout adulthood.

While this report does not endorse a specific model of somatic intervention, three core elements—trauma sensitivity, gender-responsiveness, cultural competency—are essential to supporting the diverse needs of girls who have experienced trauma. Programs with these components can provide effective integrative physical and mental health strategies for system-involved girls, providing key skills that are vital for future development.

Because few current programs contain all of these elements, there is a significant need to develop new programs or modify existing ones, with a focus on sustainability. While we have outlined foundational considerations and provided legal and policy recommendations, we note that existing practices and polices can guide policy development, pilot programs, and advocacy. Future research and development can further determine how interventions can best improve outcomes for system-involved girls and be integrated into juvenile justice systems to address trauma and support resilience.
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